).
phase [10, 12, 13]. In HCP-1/2-and CLASP CLS-2 -cillate dramatically but are closely apposed to the spindle poles, with an average chromosome-to-pole disdepleted embryos, these cortical pulling forces separate the spindle poles before the chromosomes are able tance of w3 m ( Figure S2 ). In GPR-1/2-depleted embryos, the spindle poles septo biorient. To determine whether inhibiting astral pulling forces could rescue the defect in CLASP CLS-2 -arate at a constant but slower rate than in the wildtype, and no acceleration is observed after anaphase depleted embryos, we codepleted the GPR-1 and GPR-2 proteins that are required to generate these onset ( Figure 3D ). In CLASP CLS-2 /GPR-1/2-depleted embryos, the rapid separation seen in embryos singly forces [14-16]. gpr-1 and gpr-2 are 98% identical, and a single dsRNA can be used to simultaneously deplete depleted of CLASP CLS-2 was not observed, confirming that this results from GPR-1/2-dependent astral pulling both proteins. Because the HCP-1/2 depletion phenotype appears to result from an inability to properly loforces. Early in prometaphase, the spindle poles in these embryos maintained a fixed separation while the calize CLASP CLS-2 , we restricted our analysis to CLASP CLS-2 . chromosomes oscillated between them. Surprisingly, just prior to separation of chromosome masses, when Embryos depleted of GPR-1/2 contain symmetrically positioned spindles (Movies S8 and S10), but chromobiorientation occurred, the poles were reproducibly pulled in w2 m toward the chromosomes at a rate of somes still align and segregate with normal timing (Figures 3D and 3F) . Strikingly, when GPR-1/2 and 2.5 m/min (Figures 3D and 3F ). CLASP CLS-2 were simultaneously depleted, the spindle poles no longer separated prematurely, and sister chro- regate with a single spindle pole. If pole separation is prevented in CLASP-depleted In wild-type embryos, the spindle poles initially separated slowly as they began to experience cortical pullembryos by inhibition of astral pulling forces, the eventual biorientation is always followed by inward ing forces. This rate increased slightly after separation of the sister chromatids. In contrast, in HCP-1/2-or pole movement (Figure 3) . Given the absence of poleassociated minus-end depolymerization in C. elegans CLASP CLS-2 -depleted embryos, the spindle poles separated rapidly at a rate of w9 m/min ( Figure 3C) . embryos [13] , this observation is also consistent with kinetochore-attached microtubules failing to polyIn wild-type embryos, the distance between the chromosomes and the spindle poles gradually increases to merize in the absence of CLASP CLS-2 . The ability of kinetochores to remain attached to depolymerizing w6.5 m during prometaphase as they align at the metaphase plate ( Figure S2 ). In HCP-1/2-and microtubules and the physical connection between bioriented sister chromatids would account for the ob-CLASP CLS-2 -depleted embryos, the chromosomes os-
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